FAQ Sheet Timberline® LayerLock™ Products
What is the Timberline® HDZ™ Shingle?

We took our signature #1-selling shingle, Timberline HD®, and transformed it by strengthening the common bond
and creating the industry’s largest nailing zone. Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles have the same renowned Timberline®
quality and performance you know and love, with improved nailing accuracy and installation efficiency!

What is the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area?
The new StrikeZone™ Nailing Area is the industry’s widest nailing zone which provides an up to 600% larger
nailing target.* Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles are engineered for the best possible installation.

What is LayerLock™ Technology?
Our proprietary LayerLock™ Technology mechanically fuses the common bond, allowing for a larger nailing
area. Every LayerLock™ Shingle has approximately 19 punches/impressions that mechanically fuse the two
layers of the common bond together.

LayerLock™ Technology and the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area enable a dual-phase, shingle-to-shingle seal. First, our
legendary Dura Grip™ sealant pairs with the smooth microgranule surface of the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area for fast
tack. Then, an asphalt-to-asphalt monolithic bond cures for durability, strength, and exceptional wind uplift
performance.

What GAF Shingles will have LayerLock™ Technology and the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area?
●
●
●
●
●

Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles
Timberline® HDZ™ RS Shingles
Timberline® HDZ™ RS+ Shingles
Timberline® AH Shingles
Timberline® CS Shingles

What features will products with LayerLock™ Technology have?
●
●
●
●

...The new StrikeZone™ Nailing Area is up to 600% larger and is now the industry’s widest nailing zone.*
Up to 99.9% nailing accuracy.**
Up to 30% faster nail fastening**...Saves time and labor.
Eligible for the WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty...The industry’s first wind warranty with no maximum
wind speed limitation.***

What is the WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty?
The WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty is the industry’s first wind warranty with no maximum wind speed
limitation.*** That means it doesn't matter how fast the wind blows when you install shingles with LayerLock™
technology and the required combination of 4 qualifying*** GAF residential roof accessories.

What are the requirements?
In order to qualify for the WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty, 4 qualifying GAF accessories must be installed
with shingles with LayerLock technology. See chart below for specifics:

What are the wind speed coverage options for shingles with LayerLock™ technology?

Is the WindProven™ wind warranty available on mixed roofs that have Timberline HD® and Timberline®
HDZ™ Shingles?
Yes. See specific requirements below.

Does the WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty need to be registered?
No.

Is the WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty available to everyone?
Yes. The WindProven™ Limited Wind Warranty is available if you install shingles with LayerLock technology and the
required combination of 4 qualifying accessories, no matter who installs the roof.

Do Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles replace Timberline HD® Shingles?

Yes, Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles will replace Timberline HD® Shingles.

Do Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles look any different than Timberline HD® Shingles?

No, it has the same great aesthetic and is available in the same colors as Timberline HD® Shingles.

Can I mix Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles with Timberline HD® Shingles?
Yes. To be mixed on one roof, Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles and Timberline HD® Shingles must have
matching 6-digit codes found on the end of the bundle. When mixed, always use Timberline HD®
installation instructions for both shingles.

Is the packaging different?

All Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles will be packaged in new wrappers (see images of the new Timberline® HDZ™
Shingle wrapper below). Shingle count, dimensions, and palletization all remain the same.

Are the item codes different?

Yes, all products with Layerlock™ Technology, including Timberline® HDZ™ Shingles will have new item codes.

Where can I nail?
Nails can be placed on or anywhere between the lines of the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area. Special installation is
required for mansard roofs (21:12 slope and above) and where required by codes.+

Where do I nail on the first course?
Nails must be placed on the b
 ottom line of the StrikeZone™ to ensure the starter strip is penetrated.

Why can I nail above the common bond now?
Nailing above the common bond has been enabled by our proprietary LayerLock™ Technology, which mechanically
fuses the two layers in the common bond of the shingle. In combination with our common bond adhesive and
advanced Dura Grip™ sealant, you get exceptional performance when nailing anywhere in the StrikeZone™ Nailing
Area.

How do I know where the common bond is?
The bottom paint line represents the target for nailing in the common bond.

Can I use the top nail line for shingle alignment?
Yes, the top paint line of the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area acts as a visual indicator for faster shingle alignment with
the previous course. The top line lines up with the top of the shingle below. A
 lways position the top shingle course
to be flush with the wide cut out of the shingle below.

Do I need different fasteners?


No, fastener requirements are the same for Timberline HD® and Timberline® HDZ™
Shingles. Timberline® HDZ™
Shingles will continue to require a minimum of 4 nails per shingle; however, local codes may require more nails and
should always be followed.

Has anything changed on nail head placement requirements?
Yes, for many installations, nails can now be placed anywhere on or between the two paint lines. A
 ll nails placed
within the StrikeZone™ Nailing Area penetrate the shingle below for secondary fastening. See graphic below for
more details:

*Required by some local codes

Where can I learn more about LayerLock™ Technology?
gaf.com/LayerLock
*Compared to Timberline HD shingles

**Results based on study conducted by Home Innovation Research Labs, an independent research lab, comparing installation of Timberline HD® Shingles
to
Timberline®  HDZ™ Shingles on a 16-square roof deck using standard 4-nail nailing pattern under controlled laboratory conditions. Actual results may vary.

***15-year WindProven™ limited wind warranty with no maximum wind speed limitation on shingles with LayerLock™ technology requires the use of at least 4
qualifying GAF Accessories, including GAF starter strips, roof deck protection, ridge cap shingles and leak barrier or attic ventilation. See GAF Roofing System
Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying GAF products.
+Always review installation instructions on packaging.
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